
Chapter 10: Monetary Policy

 Every month or so, the CB governors meet to decide what to do with interest rates

 The CB can control the SR interest rate in its country by lending money at a rate decided

on by the governors since the CB can create new money, there is no limit on lending

 We are ready to analyze monetary policy using IS-LM model & the Phillips curve

 In this chapter we’re going to discuss:

 Objectives of monetary policy

 How CBs can react to various exogenous shocks

 Summarizing good monetary policy with a simple policy rule

 Instruments used by the CB to control the interest rate

10.1 The Objectives of Monetary Policy

 For many CBs, the main goal is price stability low/stable inflation ~2-4%

 There is usually a certain inflation target/range – implicit or explicit  

 Without sacrificing price stability, CBs also try to achieve high employment, sustainable

growth and well-functioning financial markets

 Temporary deviations are possible to achieve other objectives, but only in the SR

 The reason price stability is the primary objective for monetary policy, is that, consistent

with modern macro theory, CBs cannot change LR levels of employment/production

 In fact, attempts to affect LR real variables can have harmful side-effects for inflation

 Skillful monetary policy can help to stabilize production & employment aim should be

to maintain inflation target and keep production close to natural level

 CB with these objectives is sometimes called “flexible inflation targeting”

 From now on, we assume CBs follow flexible inflation targeting

 Maintaining stable financial system is also important discussed in Chapter 18

10.2 How Should the Central Bank React to Shocks?

 To analyze responses to various shocks, we use IS-LM and Phillips curve models:
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 The CB can affect demand and production via the interest rate

 If production > natural level unemployment < NRU upward pressure on wages

feed into inflation

 We will now analyze the CB reaction to several exogenous shocks assume CB has an

inflation target and start from situation of natural level of production & no growth

 Also assume money supply & price level increasing at same rate (M/P constant),

expected inflation rate is equal to inflation target

 An Exogenous Increase in Money Demand

 Suppose and exogenous decrease in velocity (due to credit card fraud , for example)

 people want to use more cash

 In the money market, there is excess demand for a given interest rate upward

pressure on interest rate LM curve shifts upward



 If MS is kept constant interest rate increases production falls below natural level

 inflation will also fall below the target

 However, if the CB increases money supply it can counteract the increase in

demand no reason for real economy to be affected CB accommodates

 In reality, the CB makes decisions about interest rate and not money supply this is

because money demand is volatileMS needs to shift frequently

 For that reason, we will focus on the interest rate from now on and leave out LM

 A Demand Shock

 Suppose and exogenous increase in expected future income � �  assume expected

inflation remains equal to the inflation target what should the CB do?

 Higher optimism AD increases IS shifts to the right

 If the interest rate is kept the same production increases inflation increases

above inflation target

 CB should counteract AD shock by increasing the NIR thus preventing inflationary

pressure from building up (NIR is higher and so is RIR at the new equilibrium)

 As we know, higher consumption raises the natural rate of interest CH. 4

 Overall In order to stabilize inflation & production CB should adjust NIR to keep

RIR equal to the natural rate of interest

 If prices were flexible, this adjustment would have happened through higher PL

 When prices adjust slowly, CB adjusts nominal MS to set appropriate RIR

 However, there are considerable practical complications to be discussed later

 A Cost-Push Shock

 Suppose a one-time permanent increase in price of oil (cost-push shock) inflation

will rise when the shock occurs

 Clearly, this shock shifts the Phillips curve upward higher inflation for a given OG

 Effect on IS is ambiguous depends on whether oil is imported/produced

 For simplicity, assume natural level of production & IS remain unchanged

 In order to stabilize inflation, one could argue that the CB should raise NIR, create an

output gap so as to put downward pressure on wages and other prices

 However, it might seem unnecessary to create a recession just because of higher

oil prices, especially if IS hasn’t shifted dilemma for the CB

 An important factor the CB will consider is how inflation expectations are formed

 If they are anchored well to the inflation target no big problem

 If expectations are based on past inflation cost-push shock could lead to

permanently higher inflation CB could opt for raising the NIR

 Important to understand what the public thinks about the rise in inflation

 Another important problem is the time lag oil price increase or VAT rise will affect

inflation immediately monetary policy takes a while might be too late

 An Unexpected and Permanent Increase in Productivity

 Consider a new technology that permanently makes us more productive – what to do?

 This increases the natural level of production and expected future income higher

supply and higher demandlower inflation PC shifts downward



 An increase or decrease in NIR may be required

 If demand increases more than supply interest rate needs to be higher

 However, productivity rise lowers inflation requires a lower interest rate

 The CB response depends on magnitude of the changes in supply and demand

 An Increase in the Expected Rate of Inflation

 Starting from the basic position, suppose expected inflation > inflation target

 Both the IS curve and the Phillips curve shift upwards

 RIR is reduced expansionary effect on AD

 Now inflation needs to be � � if the output gap is to be zero

 CB again faces a dilemma

 If it raises NIR in line with expected inflation keep production at natural

level but higher inflation

 To bring inflation down, it needs to increase NIR a lot and create a negative

output gap (because RIR is increased) again, undesirable

 A reasonable solution is something in between the two extremes

 NB: to create the negative output gap NIR needs to increase > expected inflation

 This is called the Taylor principle after American economist John Taylor

need a strong reaction to inflation for successful monetary policy

10.3 Using Macro Data to Set the Interest Rate

 We have reached the following conclusions from our analysis so far:

 When inflation is in line with the target and there are no cost-push shocks, the CB

should keep production at the natural level

 Response to a cost-push shock depends on how much the CB prioritized inflation vs.

production and on the cost-push shock effect on inflation expectations

 If expected inflation > target CB should react by increasing the NIR by more than

the increase in expected inflation

 The monetary policymakers’ task is further complicated by the following factors:

 CB cannot observe exogenous shocks, the natural level of interest & production or

expectations on inflation; needs to infer using data on production & inflation

 Data becomes available with a considerable time lag

 Monetary policy affects output with a considerable lag as we saw in Ch. 8

 So, policymakers are concerned with what will happen in several years’ time and need to

react appropriately today based on news about inflation & production

 News About Production

 If GDP is reported to have grown more than expectedWhat will the CB do?

 If this is due to a demand shock NIR needs to be increased to prevent overheating

 If it is due to fast productivity growth, NIR reaction is more uncertain

 To distinguish demand shocks from healthy growth, CBs try to estimate output gaps

 This is a very uncertain science

 News About Inflation

 Inflation is usually measured a % increase in the PL over the last year

 Suppose latest data show inflation running above the target CB response?



 Since inflation is determined by PC, deviation from target is:

ˆe Y z         

 There can be three reasons why inflation s above target:

 Expected inflation is above target CB should raise NIR to bring inflation down

 There is a positive output gap Very likely the CB will raise the NIR

 There is a cost-push shock there is less reason to raise the NIR

 CBs closely follow surveys for inflation expectations if the expectations are

drifting upwards, CBs will usually raise the interest rate

 The CBs also use core inflation (excludes changes in energy prices and VAT) to

determine whether there is cost-push shock

 If inflation increases in CPI but not in core inflation cost-push shock little

reason to raise NIR, especially if the shock is temporary

 Unless the case is that of a temporary cost-push shock CBs usually raise NIR

10.4 The Taylor Rule

 1993: John Taylor showed US monetary policy in 1982-91 could be described well by:

  ˆ0.5 0.5i r Y       

 Where � ̅ is an estimate of the normal real rate of interest

 If we assume that expected inflation equals observed inflation expected RIR becomes:

  ˆ0.5 0.5r i r Y        

 The RIR is higher if inflation (or production) is above target

 Taylor assumed normal RIR and inflation targets were both 2% (=0.02), implying:

  ˆ ˆ0.02 0.5 0.02 0.5 0.01 1.5 0.5Yi Y          ‘

 The key is that for every % unit inflation rises above target, RIR increases 0.5%

 By reacting strongly to inflation, CBs make sure high inflation leads to high RIR and

lower AD (otherwise an inflationary spiral could be created)

 In practice, no CB follows a specific rule

 It would firstly put governors of CBs out of work

 The reaction to an increase in inflation should depend on the reason behind the rise

 Most central bankers want to maintain their freedom in interpreting data

 Despite some criticisms, the Taylor rule roughly describes what CBs should do and is

often used as a benchmark when evaluating monetary policies in different countries

10.5 Rational Expectations

 We have already discussed three assumptions about formation of inflation expectations

 One may additionally argue that individuals should for expectations consistent with how

inflations is determined and how monetary policy is conducted

 These were introduced in 161 by John Muth and called rational expectations

 In fact, the three expectations schemes introduced are rational under certain circumst.

 The policy implications of rational expectations were formed in the 1970s by Robert E.

Lucas and Thomas Sargent any CB attempt to affect LR production is fruitless

 Any predictable monetary policy will be incorporated into wage & price setting

 Only unpredictable monetary policy can affect the real economy



 Monetary policy can be used to stabilize economy after exogenous shocks when wages

adjust slowly compensates for lack of flexibility in wages & prices

 Another implication clearly stated inflation target should prevent inflation expectations

from drifting away from target, not like what happened in the 1970s

10.6 The Rise and Fall of Inflation

 In the UK & US, there was a strong upward trend in inflation from 1960s until 1980

NIR also increased but not as much low RIR stimulated AD and even more inflation

 At the same time, however, real variables did not suggest the economy was overheating

low real growth and high unemployment and productivity growth slowed down

 Another factor was that the monetary policy framework was changing in many countries

 Bretton Woods until the beginning of the 1970s period of experimentation followed

 1979 Paul Volker became head of Fed and Thatcher became PM in UK made low

inflation priority of monetary policy higher NIR inflation has been low ever since

 Many other MDCs have followed the same approach since the 1980s

 Germany, on the other hand, has always focused on low inflation (after hyperinflation in

the 1920s) long before the Taylor rule was introduced

10.7 The Instruments of Monetary Policy

 Long Story Short The CB controls the SR interest rate by offering to lend money at an

interest rate which is decided by the board of governors at the CB

 Since it can create money, there is really no limit to this borrowing

 In practice, it’s a little more complicated

 CBs can lend & borrow in different ways and for different lengths of time

 The interest rate the CB controls is not the one that concerns consumers & firms

 We now low at the instruments used by CBs (mainly the ECB) to control the interest rates

 The Interbank Market for Overnight Borrowing

 All payments are ultimately made with monetary base (currency and banks’ accounts

in electronic payment system managed by the CB)

 During the day, people deposit & withdraw money from banks in an unpredictable

way banks ae not allowed to have a deficit overnight

 If a banks has a deficit, it must borrow from other banks in the interbank market for

overnight loans (US: Federal funds market) the interest rate in this market is the

shortest interest rate in the economy

 Any leftover deficit afterwards must be converted to overnight borrowing from the CB

 Unattractive since interest rate from CB is higher than the interbank rate

 How he CB Lends & Borrows to Control the Interbank Rate

 When the CB lends money, it changes the monetary base

 Initially, the increase is in the account of the ban that borrowed can use it to pay

another bank, lend to another bank, or convert it to cash for customers

 We consider how the CB can lend & borrow to influence the interbank market rate

 Banks can Borrow Overnight from the Central Bank

 Banks will not borrow from other banks if the interbank rate is higher than the CB

borrowing rate CB effectively sets a ceiling for interbank interest rate



 Banks can Deposit Excess Reserves in an Account of the Central Bank

 Banks with excess liquidity can deposit money overnight in CB and get interest

 They will not lend to other banks if the interbank deposit rate is lower than the

overnight deposit rate at the CB effectively sets a floor for interbank rate

 ECB: marginal lending facility and deposit facility

 Bank of England: operational standing facilities

 Together, the rates in these facilities define the interest rate corridor for the

overnight interbank rate

 Fed does not pay interest on overnight deposits floor in the interest rate

corridor is zero in the US

 Outright Open Market Operations

 The ECB keeps the interbank rate in the middle of the corridor using open market

operations

 Outright OMOs buying & selling government securities

 It can also buy government securities from a bank taking over loans from the

bank to the government

 Repurchase Agreements

 Most CBs use a sophisticated OMO called repurchase agreement

 It is a combined sale and future purchase of a government security

 CB buys a government security with a contract to resell it at a later date (a week)

 During this period, the bank has available liquidity and the repurchase price is

somewhat higher this cost, in an annualized rate, is the refinancing rate (ECB)

and the repo rate (Bank of England)

 The decision about the refinancing rate is the main policy decision of the CB

 Effectively, the agreement is SR loan with gov’t security as collateral and the

refinancing rate as the rate the bank has to pay on the loan

 Main advantage reduces risk taken by CB when lending

 Only if the bank goes bankrupt and price of security falls does CB lose money

 This is a close alternative to the interbank market CB can control the interbank

rate by changing the refinancing rate for a repurchase agreement

 CB has a board which meets 6-8 times yearly to decide on the target interest rate

 ECB: Governing Council decides on the refinancing rate; BoE: Monetary Policy

Committee decides on the repo rate; Fed: Open Market Committee decides on the

federal funds rate (the rate on interbank loans)

 There are also fine-tuning operations less than a week in duration

 Normally, the CB provides enough liquidity to keep interbank rate close to

refinancing rate, in the middle of the corridor banks avoid standing facilities

 If banking system ends a day with excess reserves banks must deposit in the CB

 interbank rate falls down to the floor of the corridor

 To avoid this, CB can issue its own SR bonds to soak up liquidity in excess

 Control over the Interest Rate and the Demand for Money

 CB ability to control SR interest rate based on demand for monetary base

 CB can control the interest rate even if demand for monetary base is unstable



 Christmas Shopping demand for monetary base is high CB provides amount of

monetary base demanded at its target interest rate

 For unpredictable shocks to monetary base demand, CB accommodates by providing

the amount of reserves demanded by the banks

 Reserve Requirements

 The Fed and ECB require banks to hold % of reserves in cash or deposits at the CB

 This requirement can be viewed as an instrument of monetary policy

 Makes sense if we think of the monetary base as exogenously determined

 If it rises demand for monetary base (kept constant) increases i increases

 However, if the interest rate is the target, the requirement loses its function

 If the requirement is increased with the repo rate constant banks will just borrow

the reserves the need no direct effect on interest rates, bank lending or deposits

 Because the CB deposit rate is lower than the interbank one reserve requirement is

seen as costly for banks best seen as a form of tax on the banking system

 The Interbank rate and Other Interest Rates

 As we mentioned, the interbank rate is not the one relevant to consumers and firms

 The connection is expectations instead of lending to a firm for 3 months, a bank

can keep lending in the overnight market

 If banks expect the interbank rate to be higher in the future they will demand higher

returns on loans they old

 Interbank rate is effectively a baseline interest rate that determines all other ones

 The spreads between the other ones depend on credit risk, time to maturity and

other differences between assets

 If the CB raises repo rate unexpectedly and it is expected to remain high in the future,

other interest rate will also increase

 However, if the change in the repo rate is expected by the market, other rates will have

already adjusted, and the official change will not bring about a major difference

 We see from data that 3m Treasury Bill rates frequently changed before the CB

changed the repo rate (emphasizes the importance of expectations)

 The link between the refinancing rate and LR interest rates (5, 10 years or more) is

much weaker depends on expected future interest rates in coming years

 If the CB cuts the repo rate, this could mean several things:

 CB has negative outlook on the economy stay low for a considerable time

 Investors may think the lower interest rate will lead to higher inflation and will

force the CB to raise interest rates in the future

 CB can also buy & sell LR bonds in outright OMOs

 However, LR interest rates depend on expectations about interest rates and inflation

over long periods of time CB has weak control over the long-term rates


